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8B8
0064-003-623, C501

Alleghany County

This project will reconstruct the inside shoulders and install High Tension Cable Guardrail
in the median of I-64 and between Westbound I-64 and Winterberry Avenue/Irvine Farm
Road. It will also update and improve the drainage system within the project limits. In
addition, all existing substandard guardrail along the project will be updated and the
pavement will be resurfaced. At least one lane of traffic will be maintained in each
direction on I-64 throughout the duration of the project. Existing entrances and
connections will be maintained during construction. This project significantly improves
safety for users on I-64 and adjacent roadways by preventing the likelihood of a cross-over
collision. In addition, this design incorporates high-tension safety fence that redirects
vehicles in a milder manner than other barriers at the same test levels while simplifying
maintenance procedures.
Fixed completion December 19, 2011

6B4
0630-089-596, C501, B612

Stafford County

The purpose of this project is to replace the existing Route 630 Bridge over the CSX
Railroad. The new bridge and associated alignment will be shifted to the north of its
current location to allow the existing bridge to remain in service during construction. The
horizontal and vertical geometry will be brought up to standards as a result of this project.
Fixed completion September 15, 2011

D43
BRDG-963-055, N501

Lynchburg District

This project will provide a contract for lining structurally deficient culverts on the off system
with smooth walled steel liners on nineteen (19) culverts. This work will not change the
basic geometrics of any of the culverts included in the contract. This culvert rehabilitation
work will prolong the life expectancy of each culvert that is addressed under this contract.
The traveling public should not be inconvenienced by this work.
Fixed completion December 16, 2010
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Waxpool Road (94639)
0625-053-972, P101, C501

Loudoun County

This Project is located in Loudoun County, Virginia, and includes the construction of turn
lane improvement on all four legs of the intersection of Waxpool Road (Rte 625) and the
Loudoun County Pkwy (Rte 607) and modification or reconstruction of the existing traffic
signal to accommodate the proposed lane configuration. The total Project length is
approximately 1.0 mile.
This Project includes, among other things: (a) completing design, (b) coordinating and
performing, or causing to be performed, required utility adjustments, (c) performing
roadway construction and drainage adjustments, (d) providing quality assurance and
quality control for design and construction, and (e) providing overall project management.
Fixed completion December 7, 2010
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Bid from January 27, 2010
D22
0820-082-339, M501

Rockingham County

The purpose of this project on Bergton Road is to stabilize the failing embankment, to
widen the shoulders and reconstruct and improve the geometrics of the roadway. Within
the 0.824 mile limits of the project, the existing alignment has many sharp, substandard
reverse curves with approximately 1-2 foot substandard graded shoulders and virtually no
ditch. This section of Route 820 is unique to most other sections of the road in that it is on
the side of a mountain. On the north side there is a near 90 degree vertical, 20-25 foot
high rock cut slope. On the south side is a 50-75’ high 1:1 embankment with the North
Fork of the Shenandoah River at the base. The embankment is beginning to show signs
of failure. The road is bordered by National Forest property along most of the project
limits. It currently carries 1300 vehicles per day with 7% trucks. The new roadway will
consist of 2 - 11’ lanes with 4’ graded shoulders. The cut slope along the roadway will
remain steep due to rock, varying from 0.5:1 to 1:1. Lane closures with flagging will be
required throughout most of the project construction in order to excavate and install soil
nails. Blasting may be required which would result in longer delays.
Fixed completion November 30, 2010

Bids by Others
0501-118-R07, C501, B602

City of Lynchburg

This project is for rehabilitation and enhancement of the Rivermont Avenue Bridge over
Blackwater Creek on Rivermont Avenue (Route 501) near the intersection with 5th Street.
This project includes construction of a deep overlay on the existing concrete deck, median
replacement, concrete substructure repairs, installation of new metal railing, installation of
new light supports, cleaning and painting of steel girder bearings and ends, concrete
staining, deck joint reconstruction, drainage system repairs, roadway modifications, and
maintenance of traffic during construction.

U000-100-717, N501

City of Alexandria

This project is funded with American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) allocations
that were distributed to the City of Alexandria through VDOT and the MPO. The project
will be used to purchase 4 trolleys for the City’s Fleet which will be used in the King Street
area. To save time, the City found an existing contract, Lynx #09-C05, through the Central
Florida Regional Transportation Authority that had been federally procured. The City has
been in contact with the CFRTA and they have agreed for the City of Alexandria to ride this
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contract. The project costs are anticipated to be $2,540,000 ($635,000 X 4). Currently
there is $2,400,000 in ARRA funds allocated to this project. The overage of $140,000 will
be paid for by 100% City funds.
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